
HOW TO GET YOUR

EMPLOYEES WORKING

Ready to reconnect?

 Where will employees be, and when?

 What will they need when they get there? 

Will each employee have different workstyles? 

How can you make sure every employee has what they need, wherever they are? 

With employees spread over different workspaces and a need to follow social distancing regulations, it might seem

like there’ll be more to manage than ever. 

It’s about your employees and making the best of their workspaces. So, you can be assured of return on your

investment, with technology chosen to boost productivity. And employees can connect to their colleagues,

wherever.

You probably have a few who are ready to get back to the

office as soon as they can – even if it’s just a couple of days a

week. You might even be writing up a rota to help maintain a

social distance between employees. Because, just as you’ve

become used to working from home, things are changing

again.

THE DIFFERENCE DISTANCE MAKES

THEY'RE TURNING TO YOU TO MAKE THIS POSSIBLE

67%
Of employees have jobs that

require collaboration in the

office. 
Speak to our team today >

34% 70%

35.8% 41.8%

Of employees worked from

home pre-COVID

Of employees work from

home.

Now

MANY OF THEM EXPECT TO KEEP WORKING FROM HOME AT LEAST SOME OF THE TIME

POST-COVID.

Definitely will. Probably will.

From home offices and board rooms. In contact centers and huddle rooms. And beyond. Wherever you and your

employees are, you need to make the best of the space to work together, wherever.

HOW TO CLOSE THE GAP

53.5% of businesses say managing employees remotely has been a

challenge.

TOGETHER, WHEREVER

68% of employees are more productive when the space is aligned to

their workstyle.

At Poly, we think it should be safer and more convenient for your employees to move between workspaces. And

simpler for you. It’s why we’ve developed solutions that make it easy for employees to connect in any space. And

keep a safe distance when they’re together. Whether in huddle rooms or home offices. Contact centers or board

rooms. Or anywhere in between. 

So, with workspaces that are better equipped for productivity and ready for collaboration, your employees can

work together, wherever.

Do you have more questions? Speak to our team today!
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